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Abstract
This report would present continuous description regarding development of training materials to utilize ICF-CY for Special Needs Education (SNE) in Japan. The authors report that they had been developed with considering not only ICF-CY knowledge but also SNE contexts and prepare some kinds of courses or program contents to respond various needs of participants, based on analysis qualitative study outcome regarding interview for ICF-CY users and analysis email by participants of training courses.

Introduction
This report would present continuous description regarding development of training materials to utilize ICF-CY for Special Needs Education (SNE) in Japan, which authors had reported in 14th Annual North American Collaborating Center Conference on ICF in 2008.

This report is based on outcome of the 1st research project "Development Training Materials to Utilize ICF-CY for Special Needs Education (SNE) in Japan" (2008-2010, research representative=Tokunaga, A.). Also, the 1st research project are implemented, referring to outcome of the 2nd project "The use of ICF-CY in special needs education in Japan (2008-2010, research representative=Tokunaga, A.) in the National Institute of Special Needs Education (NISE).

The 1st and 2nd were started based on research outcomes which development of training material and method were most important issues to utilize ICF-CY for SNE practice, by the post research project "Use of ICF ICF-CY to Educational Policy (2006-2007, research representative=Tokunaga, A.) in NISE.

The authors reported that the development of (1)Lecture based Contents to understand characteristics of ICF-CY and case examples utilizing ICF-CY and (2)Workshop based Contents to make plan for support students with special needs using conceptual framework of ICF-CY, based on analysis questionnaires which participants had answered regarding to outcome of training course in Quebec last year. The conclusion were that the result that respondents answered depended whichever they had already known ICF/ICF-CY or Not, and it suggested some kinds of Training Materials that can Adapt the Level of Understanding ICF/ICF-CY of Participants (eg. for Beginners, the Advanced.)

Methods & Materials
The authors focused modification lecture based training materials, because requests of lecture regarding ICF/ICF-CY for the NISE by special school teachers. It is recognized the interest for ICF/ICF-CY by them is increasing, because the Ministry of Education had described that referring ICF conceptual framework and items had been recommend for SNE practice in the Guideline for National Curriculum Standard of Special School.


Firstly, the authors analyzed the outcome of qualitative study through focus group interview for ICF-CY users on SNE practice by the 2nd project had engaged. Contents of interview were contexts, reasons and purposes, method, outcome, issues and perspective of their utilization ICF-CY for SNE Practice. Verbatim record of interview was analyzed and conceptualized by project members and participants.

Secondly, the authors analyzed email by participants including some questions and comments after training course which provided knowledge of ICF-CY and utilization for SNE practices.

Results and Discussion
Analysis of qualitative study outcome suggested that it was necessary to add contents, which participants of training course had could consider actual status of their special needs practices and comprehend their contexts, problems, reasons and purposes. For example, we could find out that detailed knowledge regarding ICF/ICF-CY qualifier was not always needed to a SNE teacher, although the basic knowledge was necessary.

Analysis of email by participants after training course suggested that we could find some differences of questions and comments between ICF-CY beginners and the advanced.

Therefore, it was recognized that the course with provision of basic question and answer were suitable for beginners, and sharing discussion with case studies was effective for the advanced

Conclusion
It is one of important and urgent issues to develop training material to utilize ICF-CY for SNE practice in Japan, with importing not only knowledge of ICF-CY but also SNE contexts enough.

Also, it is effective to prepare some kinds of courses (lecture based, workshop based, web based, etc.) and contents to respond various needs of participants.

The authors are planning to put demonstration in perspective of our continuous development training materials to utilize ICF-CY for SNE Practice.